l8              INTRODUCTION
he may understand with ease and read with appreciation. I real-
ize that in Homer, as in all greater writers, matter and manner
are inseparably blended, and I have sought, in so far as English
prose usage allowed it, not only to give what he says but to give
it in his own way. But style is one thing and idiom another. In
the very attempt to preserve some semblance of the original
effect, I have often found it necessary - in fact my duty as trans-
lator - to abandon, or rather to transform, the idiom and the
syntax of the Greek. Too faithful a rendering defeats its own
purpose; and if we put Homer straight into English words,
neither meaning nor manner survives,
Consider the following version ofxxi, 402-3, by a pair of
scholarly translators whom I quote with awe, for my genera-
tion was brought up on their work: * Oh, that the fellow may
get wherewith to profit withal, just in such measure as he shall
ever prevail to bend the bow!9 That is a tolerably close transla-
tion, but quite apart from the fact that the modem reader can
scarcely get at the meaning without retranslating the sentence,
it cannot fail to suggest to him that Homer must have sounded
uncommonly turgid to his original audience. And this, we have
good reason to suppose, is not the fact.
Take, again, the famous phrase * winged words?. I submit that
nobody knows what this means in English, though it may be
beautiful. Are we then to leave it at that, or should we seek to
discover and to reproduce the effect aimed at by the original
cliche^ For such I believe it to have been; and an examination of
all the passages where it is used leads me to think that it indicates
an utterance delivered with particular care and emphasis, or
under the influence of some strong emotion - and I have tried
to translate accordingly.
Much the same applies to the expression 'What a word has
escaped you by the fence of your teeth!' This is intelligible, but
unidiomatic, English for * What nonsense!' Must we flout Eng-
lish usage to preserve it, if we feel convinced, as I do, that Homer
took it over, as an idiom discounted by familiar use, from a long
line of bardic ancestors, much as he inherited the epithet Tast'

